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Wheel and axle definition science term

轮轴 1325 million speakers rueda y el eje 570 million speakers wheel and axle 510 million speakers पिहया और 380 million speakers 280 روحملا ةلیعلا و   million speakers колесо и о ось 278 million speakers roda e eixo 270 million speakers চাকা এবং অ  260 million speakers roue et l'essieu 220 million speakers Roda dan
gandar 190 million speakers Rad und Achse 180 million speakers 軸 130 million speakers퀴축 85 million speakers Roda lan poros 85 million speakers bánh xe và trục 80 million speakers உ  அ சா  75 million speakers चाक अ◌ॅ सल 75 million speakers tekerlek ve dingil 70 million speakers Assale e Ruota 65
million speakers wheel and axis 50 million speakers колесо і вісь 40 millions of speakers roată și axes 30 million speakers τροάοά και άάάονα 15 million speakers windas 14 million speakers hjul och axel 10 million speakers hjul og aksel 5 million windlass speakers is a well-known use of wheel and axle. A wheel and axle
is a machine consisting of a wheel attached to a smaller axle so that the two parts rotate together, in which the force is transferred from one to the other. The wheel and axle can be seen as a lever version, with the driving force touchdown tangeous to the circumference of the wheel and the load force touchdown
according to the axles, which are balanced around the hinge, which is the point. History More info: Halaf Cultural Circle 6500-5100 AU was considered the earliest representation of a wheeled vehicle, but this is questionable because there is no evidence of Halafians using wheeled vehicles or even pottery wheels. One of
the first uses of the wheel that appeared was the pottery wheel, used by prehistoric cultures to produce clay pots. The earliest type, known as tournettes or slow wheels, was known in the Middle East in the 5th millennium BC. One of the first examples was discovered in Tepe Pardis, Iran, dating from 5200 to 4700 BC.
They were made of stone or clay and secured to the ground with a pin inside, but required considerable effort to turn. In Mesopotamia (Iraq) between 4200 and 4000 BC in Mesopotamia (Iraq), real potter's wheels were developed that rotate freely and have a wheel and axle mechanism. The oldest preserved example,
which was found in your (modern Iraq), dates back to about 3100 BC. Evidence that wheeled vehicles appeared at the end of the 4th millennium BC Images of wheeled wagons found on clay pictographs in the Eanna district of Uruk, in the Sumerian civilisation of Mesopotamia, date back to 3700-3500 BC [4] In the
second half of the In the 4th millennium BC, evidence of wheeled vehicles appeared almost simultaneously in the North Caucasus (Maykop culture) and Eastern Europe (Cucuteni-Trypillian culture). Images of the wheeled vehicle appeared between 3,500 and 3,350 BC in a clay Bronocice pot excavated in the
Funnelbeaker cultural settlement in the south of Polish. In nearby Olszzanica, a door with a width of 2.2 m was built (doors with a width of 2.2) for entry by wagon; this barn was 40 m long and had 3 doors. [6] The preserved evidence of the wheel-axle combination, from the Old Gmajne near Ljubljana Marshes Wooden
Wheel in Slovenia, is dated in two standard deviations up to 3340-3030 AU, axis up to 3360-3045 AU. [7] Two types of early Neolithic European circle and axis are known; the design of the circumalpine wagon (wheel and axle rotate together, as in the Lublin swamp wheel), as well as the culture of Baden in Hungary (the
axle does not rotate). Both date back to around 3200–3000 BC. Historians believe that in the middle of the 4th millennium BC there was a diffusion of a wheeled vehicle from the Middle East to Europe. An early example of a wooden circle and its axis was found in 2002 in the swamps of The Jjubljana, about 20 km south
of The Lyujubljana, the capital of Slovenia. According to radiocarbon dating, it is between 5100 and 5350 years old. The wheel was made of ash and oak and had a radius of 70 cm, and the axis was 120 cm long and was made of oak. In Rome's Egypt, the Hero of Alexandria identified the wheel and axle as one of the
simple weightlifting machines. This is believed to have taken the form of an elevator, which consists of a crank or pulley connected to a cylindrical barrel, which provides a mechanical advantage to tighten the rope and lift the load, such as a bucket from the well. The wheel and axis were identified by Renaissance
scientists as one of six simple machines, drawing on Greek texts on technology. [13] Mechanical advantage A simple machine called a wheel and an axle refers to an assembly formed by two discs or cylinders of different mounted diameters so that they rotate together around the same axis. A thin rod, which must be
twisted, is called an axis, and a wider object attached to the axis on which we apply force is called a circle. The tangential force applied to the peripher of a large disc may exert greater force on the load attached to the axle, achieving a mechanical advantage. When used as a wheel of a wheeled vehicle, the smaller
cylinder is the axle of the wheel, but when used in elevators, extruders and other similar applications (see medieval mining lift on the right), the smaller cylinder can be separated from the axle mounted in the bearings. It cannot be used separately. [14] [15] Assuming that the wheel and axle do not dissipate or store
energy, that is to say, they have no friction or flexibility, input power by force to the wheel must be equal to the output power on the axle. When the wheel and axis rotate around bearings, points on the circumference or edge of the wheel move faster than points on the circumference or edge of the axis. Therefore, the
force applied to the edge of the wheel must be less than the force applied to the edge of the axle, since the power is a product of force and speed. [16] Let a and b be distances from the centre of the bearing to the edge of wheel A and axis B. {\displaystyle MA={\frac {F_{B}}{F_{A}}}={\frac {a}{b}}}.} The mechanical
advantage of a simple machine, such as a wheel and axle, is calculated as the ratio of resistance to effort. The larger the ratio, the greater the multiplication of force (torque) or distance achieved. By changing the radii of the axle and/or wheel, you can gain any mechanical advantage. [17] In this way, the size of the wheel
can be increased to an uncomfortable degree. In this case, a system or combination of wheels (often geared, i.e. gears) is used. Since the wheel and axle is a kind of lever, the wheel and axle system is like a folded lever. Ideal mechanical advantage Mechanical advantage of the wheel and axle without friction is called
the ideal mechanical advantage (IMA). It is calculated using the following formula: I M A = F out F in = R a d i u s wheel R a d i u s axle {\displaystyle \mathrm {IMA} ={F_{\text{out}} \over F_{\text{in}}={\mathrm {Radius} _{\text{wheel}} \over \mathrm {Radius} _{\text{axis}}} The actual mechanical advantage All actual
wheels have friction that dissipates some of the power as heat. The actual mechanical advantage (AMA) of the wheel and axle is calculated using the following formula: A M A = F out F in = η - R a d and u s wheel R a d i u s axle {\displaystyle \mathrm {AMA} ={F_{\text{out}} \over F_{{\text{in}}=\eta \cdot \{Radius}
_{\text{wheel}} \over \mathrm {Radius} _{\text{axle}}}} where η = P out P in {\displaystyle \eta ={P_{\text{out}} \over P_{\text{in}}}} is wheel performance, output-to-power ratio ^ V. Gordon Childe (1928). A new light in the ancient East. p. 110. ^ D.T. Potts (2012). Companion of archaeology of the ancient Middle East. p.
285. ^ Moorey, Peter Roger Stuart (1999) [1994]. Ancient mesopotamical materials and industry: archaeological evidence. Lake Winona, IN: Eisenbrauns. p. 146. ISBN 978-1-57506-042-2. ^ Attema, P. A. J.; Los-Weijns, Ma; Pers, N. D. Maring-Van der (December 2006). Bronocice, Flintbek, Uruk, JEbel Aruda and The
earliest evidence of wheeled vehicles in Europe and the Middle East. Palaeohistory. University of Groningen. 47/48: 10–28 (11). 9789077922187. ↑ Anthony, David A. (2007). Horse, wheel and tongue: how Bronze Age riders from the Eurasian steppes shaped the modern world. Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University
Press. p. 67. ISBN 978-0-691-05887-0. ^ 35. Olszanica Longhouse 6: Why does it have a wide door?. 2018-10-26. ^ Velušček, A.; Čufar, K. and Zupančič, M. (2009) Prazgodovinsko leseno kolo z osjo s kolišča Stare gmajne na Ljubljansk barju, p. 197–222 in A. Velušček (ed.). Koliščarska naselbina Stare gmajne in njen
as. Lublansko barje against 2. polovici 4. tisočletja pr. Kr. Opera Instituti Archaeologici Sloveniae 16. Ljubljana. ^ Fowler, Chris; Harding, Jan and Hofmann, Daniela (ed.) (2015). The Oxford Handbook of Neolithic Europe. Oxford OUP. ISBN 0-19-166688-2. p. 109. ^ Attema, P. A. J.; Los-Weijns, Ma; Pers, N. D. Maring-
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